ABC for Rural Health is accepting referrals and able to help! We help individuals & families get the coverage and care they need. Our Health Benefits Advocates are working by phone, email, text, and fax.

**Contact us if you know someone who:**
- Lost a job, lost hours, or otherwise lost income
- Lost health coverage when they lost work
- Has income that changes
- Can no longer pay for an ACA Marketplace Plan
- Has questions about coverage for COVID-19 testing, treatment, or services
- Has questions about how government changes will impact their Medicaid
- Has MAPP but cannot work
- Has trouble collecting needed documents for Medicaid
- Has medical debt or unpaid bills
- Is being contacted by a collection agency
- Needs help paying for basic resources like internet, phones, food, or heat

**What is ABC for Rural Health?**
We are a WI nonprofit subsidiary of ABC for Health, Inc. We provide Family Health Benefits Counseling to patients throughout rural WI.

Our mission is to provide consumers with the information, tools, services, & support they need to get, keep, use, and pay for health care coverage and services.

**Consequences of COVID-19 may mean new populations need help!**

ABC for Rural Health Can Help!

| Patty Turner | 608-358-0028 | pturner@safetyweb.org |
| Mike Rust    | 715-419-2675 | mike@safetyweb.org |